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    1. Jotaro Adel

**Jotaro Adel Trailer**

On a bright sunny day in the afternoon, young boy dresses in a school
uniform: his jacket (open) with a tall stiff collar unfold, a golden
chain pieced on the left, and gold buttons. Beneath is a dark-gray
tank-top. Wear a pair of slim-pants and leather shoes. His adorned
cap has a golden button at the center with gold rectangle with palm
design on the left, the back is torn appearing to mega with his black
hair. Fairly light skin.

He is walking down the street with his hands in both pockets of his
jacket, approaching a three story tall building with a sign said
'**Vale's Death Workout**' meaning the place is a big gym. He walks
to the door and open them, entering as he walk through, some men and
women doing their exercises stop to look at the boy walk through with
either thinking he's a new or have some business with someone here,
they kept their eyes on him feeling that something going end
badly.

The boy ignore the stares as continue walking, passing other until he
stop look a little to his left, seeing a peach-skin man wearing a
yellow tank-top, brown shorts, and pairs of black running shoes. What
caught his eye mostly was the man tattoo on both arms; color red that
are strips with sharp ends like a tigers strips. The man was standing
up lifting a 280 pound barbell.



The boy walks towards the man with a serious look like he's mad about
something or someone. He was 4-5 feet from the man not notice who's
behind him. He spoke a little loud to get the man's attention.

"Hey red-strips."

The man stops lifting as he turns around to see the young boy looking
at his blue eyes. One thing he didn't was being interrupting he
workouts and believes this kid was wasting his time. He put the
barbell down and turns to the kid.

"What do you want kids? Can't you see I'm middle of important things
to do?" He said angrily.

"I think you'll something more to worry about like what you tried to
do to my big sister." The boy said, wanting some payback to this
bastard.

"I'm not sure what you're talking about, I flirt with a lot of girls
and I don't remember most of them, so your sister wasn't much then."
He said, ran into some girls most his life but most of them weren't
worth his time.

"Really, because she remembers you well, like how you just walk up to
her asking her to come with you a 'good time' even tried to drag her
against her will." With his both his hands still in his pockets
clenches his fist hard. "And that was only three days ago in front of
a cafÃ© restaurant." He said while grinding his teeth a
little.

"CafÃ© restaurant, oh now that you mention it, I did ran in to a cute
girl with brown hair and wearing sunglasses, she's your sister?" He
asked, wondering about that girl has a brother but decided to not
care.

"So what, I was just trying to her about a good time with a real
man."

"The she said it was that you were being annoyance and I find you
being more of an annoyance idiot like a rat going trash to look for
some cheese."

The man was starting to get a little annoy by this kid especially
that comment he just said.

"Look kid, I do what like to do in life and if I see pretty girl in
my sight then I'll-"

"Get rejected for being a waste of life by not caring for others
feelings and being big muscle guy with no brain in that skull of
your. Because that's what you're mostly is Red-strip." The boy cut
his sentences wanting to get this guy in a boiling point. And it
work.

"Alright kid you better back off or else you may find yourself in a
hospital bed for a month and my name is not Red-stripâ€¦ GOT IT KID."
He said furiously. Now he really wanted to teach this kid not mess
with him, believing that he's the top dog among others.

"Like I care Red-strip, you've already pissed me off from the moment



you tried to do something to my sister that she doesn't want to do."
He move his right arm up from the pocket revealing he's wearing a
spiral design, long gloves with studs on the back. "And I'm going to
beat the living hell out of you for you'll remember my name **JOTARO
ADEL**."

"I don't care about your name or that your kid, I'll crush you like a
little bug and spit on you and my name is not"

**(Jojo's Bizarre Adventure-Stand Proud theme)**

Once again his words were cut off this time by a fist making a hard
impact straight to his face, then sending him flying to a wall,
crashing on hard and fell to his knees. He looks up to Jotaro with
his right fist up to his left side.

Jotaro look at Red-strip, as he'll keep calling him that name, with a
grin as he spoke.

"Sorry Red-strip I got so boring with the sound of your voice that I
deiced to keep to the punching, hope you're ready to waste your body
away in the hospital."

Red-strip yells in anger as charges at Jotaro. He rise his left fist
and punch him only to find that Jotaro has block his fist with his
left palm hand with ease like it was a feather, then Jotaro close his
hand grabbing Red-strip's fist, dragging him to his right and threw
to the mirror wall as Red-strip crash to mirror hard leaving cracks
almost twice as big as himself. Red-strip got up struggling a little
from the pain.

He couldn't believe it, he refuse to believe it, that some kid is
stronger than him and making a fool out him too. He was far anger now
as he wants to kill the kid right here right now.

He looks to where Jotaro is but he wasn't there, like he vanishes in
fin air. Looking around to see where is he then heard a
voice.

"Looking for someone?"

Red-strip gasp as he sees Jotaro standing behind him, he jump back a
few feet but bump into something turning to see Jotaro behind him
again.

"_The hell is with this kid, he's even faster too?" _He thought to
himself.

He back-hand swing but Jotaro duck down and stand back up. Red-strip
went for barrages of punches and kicks to Jotaro but prove ultimately
useless as Jotaro dodges all of them with ease as if he knows what
move opponents will make beforehand. After a few more seconds later
Jotaro knee kick Red-strip in the stomach and head butt him in the
face, sending him 10-15 feet away then laying on his back. Red-strip
turns to his left to see the barbell he was using early as he got up,
he see a dumbbell next to him and thought of an idea. He pick up and
threw the dumbbell at Jotaro hoping to distract him while go get the
barbell. Jotaro deflected the dumbbell with a back-hand. Suddenly his
left arm moves on its own and his elbow hitting something from
behind. He looks to see a man that was working out here had tried to



grab him from behind, then his right leg moves on it's on as well for
a backward up-kick to hit another man who coming at him from
behind.

Jotaro knew that his self-super-awareness had kick in making his body
move unconscious in an instant reaction. It helps him getting out
through some tough time before and it hasn't failed him yet.

"HEY KID HOPES YOU DON'T MIND HEARING BELLS COMING STRAIGHT TOWARD
YA."

Jotaro to see Red-strip holding the barbell like a hammer ready to
strike, he swing it down hard to Jotaro's head making the connection.
Red-strip smile as he able to finally hit the kid, but it soon to
shock as his eyes widen. Jotaro was standing perfectly still and the
barbell was still on his head as if nothing had happen, then Jotaro
let out a sign and spoke.

"Yare Yare Daze, that's was more of empty pillow case than this the
maximum weight I can withstand is over 900 tons of force and that's
without using aura." He said with a straight face.

Shocked of what Red-strip had just heard, Jotaro has the strength and
durable of any Huntsmen in the world, even stronger than any Huntsmen
in the world.

"Oh and by the way, I can also move at Light-speed or least close to
that speed."

Again Red-strip shocked as hear that this kid is faster as light
speed or WAY more.

"W-w-what are you kid, some kind of monster?" Red-strip asked in
fear.

The instant he ask that question Jotaro uppercut the barbell straight
up from Red-strip's hands, going up all the way through the ceiling
to roof flying higher above the building. Red-strip looks up for a
while and looks straight at Jotaro as he was inches to him he could
not move for his whole body was frozen in fear, all he could do was
breathing heavily.

"There's only one season why you lose, one simple reason and that's
all." He eyes became fierce as he pulls his fist back, ready to
strike. "You really PISSED me off for trying to mess with me
SISTER!"

"**ORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAO
RAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORAORA**."

Jotaro scream his battle-cry as he rapid punch Red-strip with insane
high-speed, he continue this for 30 seconds then deliver the final
punch, ending the fight.

"**OOORRA**."

Red-strip went flying across the gym, crash through a wall, and 10
feet outside of the gym lying on the ground unconscious. Cover in
bruises and some little blood deep in his thought he learns to never
EVER cross path with neither this kid nor ANYONE close to him ever



again.

**(Music Stop)**

Jotaro turns around walking out to the main entrench. Everyone eyes
widen and jaws drop as they saw what just happen in the gym, this
young boy easily defeated two grown muscle men with one hit each, and
pulverizes the one guy for what he did to his sister.

As he walks outside thinking it was time to go home and relax for a
bit. Suddenly hearing a familiar female voice to his right.

"Well that was certainly too much 'work out' for you."

He turns to see a girl with fair skin, dark-brown hair with a dyed
caramel wavy lock on her right, cocoa-colored shirt with black waist
cincher, long black pants, black gloves, and accessories like her
black necklace and bracelet with a black rose. She is Coco Adel;
older sister of Jotaro and self-confidence kind of girl.

"Well I thought I needed a sparring partner before my new school year
start and mostly payback to the creep for you, you're welcome."
Jotaro said with a soft smile, he always been a troublesome
delinquent trying his best to help others, even the ones he cares
about like his sister.

"I could've done that myself to the creep." She walks up to Jotaro as
gave him a warm hug. "But thank you little brother, even thought you
may cause trouble your always there to set things right."

Jotaro hug her back. Few moments later they depart and begun walking
back home.

"It's going to be great school for me that you'll be attending Beacon
Academy as my junior. It's so exciting." Coco said happily, her
brother going to Beacon as she goes there as a second year.

Jotaro too was feeling exciting about going to the same school as her
sister, even though she'll probably be on missions sometime and him
too maybe. He graduated from Signal with great skills, strength,
speed, and some detective skills as well becoming a Huntsmen has been
his goal like most others. But he wants to because to help everyone
in the whole world and being the best above others, an ambition he'll
see through the end even dying for his goal and for others.

* * *

><p><strong>KO everyone here's my story first trailer. I know I
already post this but I did a little change to try make more scenes;
like Jotaro's speed, strength, and durability. Not sure what his full
potential in the anime but I did give him these feats cause he's one
of my favorite anime characters. <strong>

**And if you wondering about what he said about withstanding 900 tons
of forces without aura, well with aura his durability doubles up over
1800 tons of forces.**

**HOPE you enjoy the story. **



    2. Oozaru Scarlatina

**Oozaru Scarlatina Trailer**

In a beautiful red forest, a young monkey faunus with black eyes,
long jet black spiky-hair that reach down to his shoulder blades,
light tan skin, and dark-brown tail wearing his signature martial art
gi; dark-blue with an orange shirt underneath, dark-blue pants. Also
wears long white gloves and boots. On the left side is an orange ball
with 7 red stars, the same symbol on his back that's bigger.

He wonders around enjoying the peaceful sceneries of the forest,
wishing that the whole world could like this if there were no Grimms,
wars, and other bad things. But he mostly addicted to fighting; he
enjoy the thrills of fighting strong opponents like Huntsmen,
Huntress, Grimms, even fighting those stronger than him. Still
despite his that entire he still wishes for peace to Remnant. That's
when his thoughts were interrupted by a loud
explosion.

**BOOOOM**

He turns to see a big smoke coming from his right. Curious and
worried about the explosion he dash toward the smoke as he remembers
the old saying 'where there's smoke, there's fire' and that counts as
a big fire.

"(Alright Oozaru, let's hope aren't any serious danger with people's
lives and all.)" Oozaru thought to himself, hoping that whatever is
going on it won't have to result brutally violence's.

Oozaru reach the area as what he sees leaves him gasp. There are
people laying on the ground either unconscious or dead (hoping not
the dead part), small fires around the place burning some things, and
a big black spot of ashes probably where the explosion came from.
Then he saw something walk up to wounded people.

They looked like people wearing white-gray armor with black pants and
hoods, masks that almost resembles Grimms skull mask, but what caught
Oozaru most about those people is that they had animal traits like
their ears, eyes, teeth, or even a tail. He remembers hearing about
these types of group that were once a peacefully protesters but turn
dark and began doing horrible things to not only humans, but to their
own kind as well when they stand against them. Even hearing that
killed their own members if they betray them. They were known as the
White Fang.

Oozaru continue watching from behind a tree. The White Fang troops
were in front of the injuries with either guns or swords out, he
feared of what they'll do next.

"P-please let us go, we've done nothing to you, we don't even treat
faunus the way other people do. We even wish are faunus and humans to
live in hamorny together." A woman pleaded but got smack in the head
by one of the troop's hand.

"Shut up you lowly human, all your going to get out of this is quick
death." The troop leader said aiming his gun to the woman
forehead.



"L-leave her alone y-you distrustful of faunus freaks." The injured
dog-faunus man yelled, trying to move his body to save his human
girlfriend.

"You dare go against your own brothers and sister, joining with these
humans who wrong us for so long, that would make you a betrayer to
your own kind." The troop leader stated, furious of seeing one of his
own kind wanting to side with human and calling the White Fang
freaks!

"Because I still believe humans and faunus can coexist together in
this world and from my and other faunus who hates you guys point of
view." Getting on his knees and looks at the troop leader's eyes.
"You're no faunus, you're monster far worse than Grimms created from
the stupid hatred of both sides. That's why other faunus like me will
never join you nor follow your stupid ideas for the world." He said
with an angry-straight face.

The troop leader was now angrier after hearing what the dog-faunus
just said, now there was no other choice, if he will not join them
then he will die. He took out his weapon; a hand gun with a 2-foot
double edge blade with spikes. He aims at the dog-faunus head, ready
to fire.

"NO please no, don't kill him." The woman begs but got pin down by
two White Fang troops.

"Don't worry babe, I have no regret to ever loving you and having fun
with our friends. I just hoped that could have spent more time
together." He said, looking at his girlfriend who was crying of
sadness.

At a burn spot where a little fire is still lit something dash passes
the fire so fast that it blew the fire out leaving behind a little
smoke.

The trooper leader pulled the trigger but instead of hitting the
head, it hit the ground. Shock that the faunus suddenly disappear
then he hears scream of pain as turns to see two of his troops knock
towards him. He looks at where the two were and see a young
monkey-faunus carrying the dog-faunus over his shoulder and gently
put him down as the woman jump to her boyfriend into a deep
hug.

Oozaru looks at the troop leader with angry look and his fist clinch
tightly ready to punch the guy.

"How cruel can you guys get, hurting innocence lives even to your own
kind, I once thought of you guys as misguided just wanting to be
treated fairly. But I see you guys sunk so low I can't even hold
myself back anymore." Oozaru said, getting into his fighting stances
ready to fight.

"It doesn't matter what you think of us, we'll show you that White
Fang are the mightiest." He said as he snap his finger.

Oozaru was now surrounded by more White Fang members by his count at
least 32, if you counted their leader then that's makes
33.



**(Dragon Ball Z-Chi La Head Chi La: FLOW version)**

"GET HIM."

The troops charge at Oozaru as he gets ready to strike. He did a
back-hand swing on two troops from his left and straight-kick one
sending him flying towards other troops, knocking them down as well.
Two came in front of him and did barrage of punches but Oozaru block
them with one arm each, the two try straight punch him together as
Oozaru vanish before their attack could touch him then he reappear
behind them. The two troops quickly turn around only to find a hard
kick to their chin, sending them flying. Oozaru turns to see a troop
jump towards him as he swing down his sword to slices him but dodge
and roundhouse kick the troop, then a chain warp around his wrist
that was cost by a troop and his other wrist was caught as well. Just
another troop charge at him readying a punch he felt his stomach was
hit by something hard as he looks down to see Oozaru's tail connect
to him. His tail swing to his face knocking him away and he pulled
his arms together strong pulling the two troops towards each other,
as they were close to Oozaru he extended his hands to the troops.
Suddenly they were push back by a powerful shockwave from the palm of
his hands. He stands up curls fingers and place both hands together
at chest level, then a small purple light ball appear at his hands as
begun to grow a little bigger.

The White Fang troops were confuse and somewhat scared of what he's
doing now. The Troop leader wasn't worried much but wants to see what
the kid is doing.

The ball grow as big as Oozaru's curls hand as he aims it to the
other troops, he smirk of what he's about to unleash on
them.

"**GALICK GUN**."

Thrusting both hands forward firing a powerful purple beam at the
troops, it made an impact which cost big explosion knocking out most
of the troops. The dust clear to see only a few troops like 10 or 15
are left.

The troop leader, the troops, and the couples were shock to see what
the boy just did. Throughout Remnant history there has never been any
Huntsmen/Huntress who could use aura in a more powerful destructive
way and that boy is indeed the first.

While everyone were distracted one White Fang troop was suddenly
grooming in pain in his chest, this caught everyone's attention to
see that there's a silver long-pole sticking on the troop's chest
hard. They turn to see the other end of the pole to find Oozaru hold
the pole from his hand then the pole contract itself from the troop
making it 2-foot long.

"This staff I called Full Moon Pole that I made myself with some
help, it can expand to any length up 40-50 feet long as I want it to
be." He explains, he always thought of using a staff that can expand
and contracts as a weapon. With the help of his big sister he got his
dream weapon.

The troop leader grr at this and look at his forces.



"HEY don't just stand there KILL HIM." He yelled ordering the
troops.

The troops look at each other cautioning deciding to charge all at
once, ready their weapons and fist to overpower Oozaruâ€¦ boy were
they wrong.

Oozaru start swinging his small staff fast and strong as it expand on
both sides long enough over all the troops around him and swing it a
baseball bat, hitting all of them at once knocking them flying away.
He swings so hard that all of them are knock out cold which leaves
their boss the only one left.

"Your friends are beating and you're the only one left. I suggest you
leave now." Oozaru said as he begun to walk away. "Trust me this
fight a pointless now so stop your evil ways try to do something good
in your life like helping others both human and faunus, but if you
continue this dark path then I'll be there to stop. Let's hope that
we never cross paths."

The troop leader, angrier than ever by this kid defeated his entire
forces and now walking away thinking that he could beat him easily.
He took out his weapon, changing to blade mode as the spikes spins
around the blade like a chainsaw. Oozaru didn't even need to look
back knowing the leader charging at him, he held his staff to the
back of his head as the troop leader down-swing his saw-blade being
block by the staff. Shock that he blocks his strike without even
looking, then Oozaru elbow him in the stomach pushing him away about
a few feet. He whine in pain like all of his strength and aura were
knock out, he looks up to see Oozaru inches in front of him.

"W-what kind of kid are you?" He asked as he shakes in fear.

"I'm a warrior who wishes to become the strongest and will even the
strongest that are stronger than me. I fight to protect the lives of
those you tried to destroy, thought I am only 15-yrs old I have the
power and will like any Huntsmen in the world." His purple aura glows
brighter and explodes into a spiky-shape powering up more. "I am
**Oozaru Scarlatina**; The Tenacious Monkey Faunus and your worst
nightmare far worse than death and hell together." He
screams.

Shockwaves blows from Oozaru burst of power like a hug storm. He pull
his right arm back ready himself to give the troop leader his
strongest punch as his fist is coated in purple light with a little
back-lightning. And thrust his fist toward him.

"**GALICK FIST.**"

As the attack hits the troop leader, he became engulf of Oozaru's
aura and send flying severely hundred feet, crashing to the ground
into a knock-out.

**(Music End)**

Oozaru calmly breath as his aura dims down and walk towards to
couples who were still here, sat on one knee and look at them with a
smile as he gave them a thumbs up. They smile knowing that things
were going to be fine for them.



"Well quick a strong display of power you've show us Oozaru
Scarlantia, even I'm impress." A male voice said.

Oozaru turns to see a man holding a cane with white hair, black
long-sleeves shirt with a green shirt underneath, long black pants,
wears shaded glasses, dark-green scarf with a small, purple
cross-shape emblem on it.

"I can already tell you're not a bad guy but how do you know my name
like you know me somehow?" He asked, confuse about this man.

"Well why don't we go to your home where your big sister is there by
now, then we speak about your future." He said, walking to the
direction where the bullhead is.

Oozaru follow the man, decided it was time to go home anyway. He
still felt puzzle by this old man of how he knew about him or his
sister, one thing he knows for sure he going to get a big scolding
and lecture from his big sister for doing something reckless and
stupid involved fighting.

**(Elsewhere)**

Inside a house live a young rabbit faunus wearing a light-brown
t-shirt with words says 'Remnant is Awesome' and blue shorts. She was
sitting on the couch reading a book called 'Journey to the West' as
just heard knock on the door, putting the book aside as she got up
walking to the door. When open the door, she was surprise to see two
familiar faces together. The older man is Professor Ozpin; headmaster
of Beacon Academy where she goes to and the younger boy is her little
brother Oozaru, scratching the back of his head with a nervous look
and smile on his face.

"Good afternoon Velvet, I hope we weren't interrupting anything?"
Ozpin asked.

"Oh no Professor Ozpin, I more surprise to see you with my brother
who I didn't get involved or cost problems." Velvet said, looking at
Oozaru with an upset look.

"Actually your brother stops a problem involving some White Fang
member. Why don't we talk about it inside please?" He asked, wishing
to talk about this farther inside.

Velvet move to the side to let them in, Oozaru stop to look at his
sister who is giving him the 'Angry Sister' look knowing well that
this mean he's BIG trouble. Velvet has always been a little
overprotective to her younger brother whenever he does something
dangerous. She closes the door ready to hear what Oozaru has done
'This Time'.

**(In a forest at a campsite)**

A young man wears a black suite with red design with a white symbol
and a red shirt underneath on his left, red and black hair and horns
on his head, wears a Grimm mask with red flame-like symbol. In his
right hand is his sword inside a black gun-sheath: Blush.

"So you're telling me that a 14-yr old monkey kid took out the entire
squad and has power far beyond that of Huntsmen." He said furiously



while he slams his fist to the table.

"A-actually he's 15, Adam s-sir." A troop said, shaking in fear of
his leader.

Adam Taurus was already angry about his former partner Blake
betraying him by abandoning him from the train heist. Now there's a
kid interfering the White Fang business and taking out the members
like they were mere flies, he knew that there other Faunus who are
against the White Fang, but now he feels so angry he wants to slice a
mountain. He looks up to the monitor seeing Oozaru which made him
angrier, he pulls out his dark-red blade: Wilt to see his reflection
for a few seconds then back in Blush.

* * *

><p><strong>KO here the second main character trailer, I did say that
there would be other crossovers in the intro.<strong>

**Oozaru is kinda like Vegtio with most of Vegeta's moves from Dragon
Ball Z and wields a weapon that is similar to Goku's power pole. Also
he can do energy-blast attacks but that not his semblances, he still
got one surprise left and that's going to be reveal in the main story
after the trailers.**

**Hope you enjoy this and be ready for the next one. **

    3. Shadow Rogue

**Shadow Rouge Trailer**

A crimson sunset, casting its beautiful colors over a big city as the
people were enjoying their lives. All but one though. On one of the
tallest buildings rooftops, a boy standing furling on the edge,
gazing at the sunset and the crimson sky.

His eyes color is crimson red, black spiky hair with red highlight
like needles, peach color skin. On top wearing a leather jacket with
red lines with a spiral circle with spike on it, beneath is a
short-sleeve black shirt with a white shape that almost looks a chest
hair, white short gloves and golden rings on each wrist, long black
leather pants with red lines and a belt with a skull buckle, and
red-white shoes with hover thrusters for hover-skating. On the back
is his sword Arondight; A dark-color single edge sword with a
web-like pattern near the point. Golden pointy-metal layer on the
blunt, another with a claw-like extension in the front, a white thin
grip with a golden decoration on top and a sword pointy pommel at the
bottom.

He never knew his life much for he doesn't remember anything from his
past nor does he know who he is, all he knows is his name: Shadow
Rogue, what his power is, and his weapon. Only a few tiny fragments
of his memories but no idea what they are or what they mean? He
closes his eyes to look back at the fragment
memories.

_Flashback_

_A little girl around 10 years old, with blonde hair, blue eyes, and



wearing a one-piece sky-blue dress with a blue ribbon tied around her
waist. She smiles at Shadow and giggle. _

_Next shows Shadow and the girl standing, looking out the window that
appear there in space seeing a planet and a shattered moon in front
of them. _

_Next are bad memories. Shadow running while holding the girl's hand,
a man dresses as a solider came in front of them from another path,
aim his gun and fired. Shadow rush forward reflecting the bullets
with his sword at ease and slash the solider on the chest, causing
blood to come out. Shadow grabs the girl's hand and started running
again._

_Shadow appears to be in a pod as he bangs the glass, looking at the
girl who has both hands on a lever. She smiles at him with sad eyes,
speaking her final words but was silent. Suddenly a solider came
seeing what the girl was doing, she tried to pull the lever quickly,
and then the solider aim his gun and shot the girl in the back. She
gasp with eyes widen as her life ends here. _

_Shocked in horrid, Shadow shake his head in fruition and finally
scream at the top of his lungs, speaking the girl's
name._

"_**MARIA"**_

_Flashback End_

"Who am I, what is my life's purposes, how do I know this Maria girl,
and why can't I remember anything else?" Shadow asks himself. He
wanted answer to understand himself better and decided what he wants
to do in his life, then a strange man appear.

"Having trouble remembering Shadow Rogue?"

Shadow look straight at the man was literally floating in mid-air, in
front of him. Strangest things he looks exactly like Shadow but a few
different; his skin color is pale-tan, eyes color are green, pale
powder blue on his clothes and hair like Shadow but red, and he has
no mouth at all! It's like someone ripped it right off so he could
never speak again but somehow he's speaking with Shadow through mind
or something else.

"It seems you're still on a self-discovery path, well it wouldn't be
surprise that your memories were gone when you survive that crash 2
years ago" He said in a demonic two-voice like speaking.

Shadow remember being inside of a beat-up pod with a few little
scratches and a little blood on the head. He was in the middle of a
forest, when he woke up he couldn't remember anything about himself
except his sword and power.

"Who the Grimm are you, what do you want with me, and how do you even
know me?" Shadow asked, with both confuse and anger, feeling as
though this man knows about his past and will force him to talk if he
has to.

"In time Shadow, you will know the truth and you will decide for
yourself rather to protect the whole world of Remnantâ€¦ or leave it



in darkness and destruction." He said as he snapped his finger with a
violet color spark, suddenly a large explosion came and people
screaming.

Shadow down to see the people were also running from black
animal-like creature: the Grimms. They're a few some beowolfs,
creeps, two nevermores, and one Alpha beowolf. Somehow this Shadow
look-a-like leads the Grimms here in the city to let them destroy
everything in their path, including lives as well, Shadow crunch his
fist tightly as he look angry while the mystery guy chuckle in
amusement watching the chaos and some bloodshed.

"What the HELL, do you think you're doing?!" Shadow yelled as he draw
his blade to an inch of the man's neck, but he remains calm and push
the blade away a little.

"All I wish is a little demonstration of your power, how you have
grown for 2 years, so best hurry along if you don't want those
innocence lives to die like what happen yours." He said, wanting to
see how strong Shadow has become.

Shadow look back and forth twice, trying to decide what to do either
fight this man or save the people of the city then Shadow saw another
fragment memoire of the girl standing next to a tall, bold old man
with a big mustache, wearing a white lab-coat, and sphere shape
glasses. So he look at the mystery man one more time before jumping
off the roof and down to the street, deciding to save the city than
dealing with him.

The man's eyes did smirks look, exciting to see Shadow's strength
that he'll be a great opponent to face in the near future.

**(Shadow the Hedgehog theme: I Am... All of Me)**

As Shadow continues falling, a nevermore fly toward him wanting to
eat him. Shadow decided to see how tough its head is, he starts
spinning fast as he curls up into a ball. Once it was close he
launches himself towards the nevermore ready for the clash.

"**Spin Dash Attack"**

Making an impact on each other the clash lasted for few seconds as
cracks started to appear on the nevermore's skull-armor head as they
grow larger and deeper, Shadow wins as he push it back a feet away
then dash to its belly as slashes swift and hard with Arondight. The
nevermore screams in pain as it begun to fall towards the ground,
crash landing hard as it died upon impact and from Shadow's attacks.
Shadow looks to more Grimms on the street doing another spin dash he
launches towards a beowolf as it was about to hurt a little girl,
before it threw it's claw Shadow was behind the beowolf with his
blade barley touching the ground, then the beowolf was server in half
as each side fall and laying on the ground.

Shadow looks at the girl; she almost resembles Maria except for the
brown hair and orange eyes. He walks towards and offers her a hand to
get up.

"Go and find cover, I'll handle these monsters." He said, the girl
accepted his help and begun to run in a random direction to find
shelter.



Shadow turns around to see more beowolfs and creeps charging towards
him, he jump a few feet in the air as he started glowing in a
dark-red color aura. He raises his right hand and yellow spears
appear around him, then he threw his hand forward at the
Grimms.

"**Chaos Spear"**

Severely tens of spears started launching at the Grimms, as the
spears makes contact they exploded destroying them. He lands and run
towards some others Grimms, moving so fast while slashing them down
only two Grimms were left.

"Yes Shadow, your semblances: Chaos is stronger than last I saw you
use it, able to destroy a few Grimms with one shot and your speed is
impressive as ever. Now show me more." The mystery man said as he
continues to watch Shadow's fighting skills and power against the
Grimms.

As Shadow was about to run to see if more Grimms are still in the
city, a strong howl was unleash as he turns around to see the Alpha
Beowolf howling towards the sky then look at Shadow. It began to
charge at him fearlessly, just as Shadow was getting ready to charge
as well but heard a loud squelch as he turns to see another nevermore
charging from his other side. Both Grimms attacking from both sides
at once, Shadow still remains calm as he cross his arms and charges
his aura as he glows, the two Grimms were a few feet from him as
they're about to strike him down. Shadow expands his arms and lunge
his head back open his widely as his aura grew brighter and spared
out.

"**Chaos Blast"**

A big dark-red explosion appears from Shadow's body, consuming the
two Grimms igniting them in mere seconds, leaving completely nothing
behind.

**(Music End)**

As the explosion died down, Shadow breath heavy a little as he look
around to see no more Grimms in sight and putting his sword back on
the holder then the man appear in front of him again with his arms
clapping together.

"Well done Shadow you've really exceeded my expectation."

"Glade you enjoy the show cause the next act will be your last act of
death." Shadow said in puns as he holds up two of his fist.

"Patient young hedgehog-faunus, our battle will come probably sooner
than expected, you're still not at your fullest potential yet, and
you're a bit tired from your fights with the Grimms." He said as he
started to float up. "Continue to grow stronger Shadow I'm sure
Beacon Academy will help you with that. After all that's the school
you wish to go to become a Huntsman."

Shadow was confuse at first what he meant but felt something inside
telling him to go to Beacon Academy, that he did wanted to go there
and become a Huntsman for some reason. He looks up at the man still



going up a little.

"Tell me who are you?" He yelled, demanding to at least know his
name.

"â€¦Mephiles." He answered, giving Shadow his name before
disappearing in an instant spark of light.

The street was quiet as Shadow thought of what Mephiles said and the
facts he knows more about him, and then he started to run on his
hover-shoes from the city to a forest. He wanted answers and the only
ways he can get some was going to Beacon Academy and seek out
Mephiles. Whatever he'll find on this path, he'll know what to do
that will decides the fate of not only himself, but all of Remnant as
well.

* * *

><p><strong>KO hope you enjoy this trailer of our favorite anti-hero
hedgehog as one of the main characters.<strong>

**I equipped him with a little chaos powers as his semblances and his
sword from the game 'Sonic and the Black Knight' even about him
losing his memories like from the Shadow the Hedgehog game.**

**Hope you'll enjoy the forth and last trailer coming up
next.**

End
file.


